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(I12) ,= {x-p} 1 an elliptic K3 surface X with a section and two singular fibers both of type I; at t =
El, E2 : elliptic curves
S = Km(Ei Å~ E2) has an elliptic fibration hav-
ing a section and 3 singular fibers of type IE, II'z:,
In, at oo,2,-2E PI (o s: itl, pt•.) f{ 1).
X: the double covering surface of S induced by
       f: pl . plu ; tHu =t+l
                 J
              x E (IX2)
(") Conversely is it possible to recover
such a Kumme= surface S from given
1', I;, 1: cpt,p2-Oort)
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f:doubeleoyering
  ramified at u = 2, ,'-t
   V
X E (I:2)
O, oo E PI over C}
Every X E (IX2) has the following Weierstrass
equation
y2 .. .3 - 3t2(t4 + a3t3 + a2t2 + alt + 1)m
  + 2t3(t6 + bst5 + b4t4 + b3t3 + b2t2 + blt + 1),
where
     3
  bi = -at
     2
  bj = %12 + %2
     82
 b3 = -Efatai3 + 2aia2 + ga3 == -EiitTas3 + 2a2a3 + ;ai
  b4 = ga32 + ga2
     82
     3
  bs = -a3
     2
 ai4 - 8ai2a2 + 32aza3 + 16a22 - 6da2 - 16a32 + 64 f O













(IX2)2 := {X E (I22) 1 a,i = a3}
(I22). : = {X E (IZ2) 1 ai 7E a3}
The answer of the question (")
Definition. (Shioda-Inose structure)
A K3 surface X admits a Shioda-Inose st•ruc-
ture if there exists a symplectic involution t on
X with the rational quotient map T : X --+ Y
of t. such that Y is a Kummer surface and
T, : H2(X. Z) . H2(Y. Z) induces a Hodge isome-
try Tx(2) or T}•.
If X admits a Shioda-Ino$e structure, the com-
plex torus such that Y = Krn(Z) gives a diagram
               XZ
                 'Y
of rational maps of degree 2. This diagram in-
duces a Hodge isometry
              Tx [t Tz.
eeX,i.'e=z'ts"
Theorem 2.
If X E (I:2).
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